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Outline
• Regulatory Drivers
• Computational (in silico) Toxicology [scope for today’s talk]
• Integrated Approaches to Testing and Assessment (IATA) –

definitions and Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) informed
• Decision contexts and their impact on the approaches applied
• Risk-based prioritisation
• Read-across approaches

– Generalised Read-across (GenRA)
• Summary remarks
• Acknowledgements
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• Societal demands for safer and sustainable chemical products are 
stimulating changes in toxicity testing and assessment frameworks

• Chemical safety assessments are expected to be conducted faster 
and with fewer animals, yet the number of chemicals that require 
assessment is also rising with the number of different regulatory 
programmes worldwide.

• In the EU, the use of alternatives to animal testing is promoted. 

• Animal testing is prohibited in some sectors e.g. EU Cosmetics 
regulation

• The European Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction 
of Chemicals (REACH) legislation lays out specific information 
requirements, based on tonnage level triggers. However, the 
regulation explicitly expresses the need to use non-testing 
approaches to reduce the extent of experimental testing in animals.

Regulatory and Non-Regulatory drivers
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• REACH-like schemes also have been established in China, South 
Korea, and Turkey.

• In the US, the new Frank Lautenberg Chemical Safety for the 21st

Century Act (LCSA) requires that a risk based prioritisation is 
conducted for all substances in commerce, ~40,000, many of which 
are lacking sufficient publicly available toxicity information.

• EPA Administrator signed memo 10/9/19 to “direct the agency to 
aggressively reduce animal testing, including reducing mammal study 
requests and funding 30% by 2025 and completely eliminating them by 
2035”

• Risk based prioritisation is also an important aspect of regulatory 
frameworks in Canada (the Domestics Substance List), Australia and 
the EU.

• Non-testing approaches offer a means of facilitating the regulatory 
challenges in chemical safety assessment

Regulatory and Non-Regulatory drivers
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• Databases/Dashboards of existing information
• Structure-Activity Relationships (SAR)
• Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships (QSAR)
• Expert Systems
• Category formation (grouping) read-across
• Bioinformatics
• Chemoinformatics
• Biokinetics (PBPK)

Computational (In Silico) Toxicology
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(IATA)

From OECD

Integrated Approaches to Testing and Assessment
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• Historical information on the chemical of interest
• Non-standard in vivo tests
• Information from “similar” chemicals
• Predictions from other ‘non-testing’ approaches such as (Q)SAR
• In chemico tests
• In vitro tests
• Molecular biology, -omics
• Exposure, (bio-)kinetics

Typical Information within an IATA: 
IATA elements



The EPA CompTox Chemicals 
Dashboard: An Integration Hub for 

Data Supporting Computational 
Toxicology

Project Lead: Antony Williams



The CompTox Portal
https://comptox.epa.gov/
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard

• A publicly accessible website delivering access:
– ~875,000 chemicals with related property data
– Experimental and predicted physicochemical property data
– Integration to “biological assay data” for 1000s of chemicals
– Information regarding consumer products containing chemicals
– Links to other agency websites and public data resources
– “Literature” searches for chemicals using public resources
– “Batch searching” for thousands of chemicals 
– DOWNLOADABLE Open Data for reuse and repurposing
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
Chemicals
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
Products and Use Categories
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CompTox Chemicals Dashboard
Assays and Genes
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Detailed Chemical Pages: Landing page
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An “Executive Summary”
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An “Executive Summary”
Quick Look Tox Info
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Physicochemical properties
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Detailed QSAR Prediction Reports from 
OPERA
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QSAR Prediction Reporting Format (QPRF): 
Standardised template to document a prediction 
from a given QSAR model

QSAR Model Reporting Format (QMRF) 
Template to document a QSAR model itself

Underpinned by the OECD QSAR Validation 
Principles (2004)



Other Data: Human and Ecological
Chemical Hazard Data
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Hazard Data from “ToxVal_DB”

• ToxVal Database contains following structured data:
– ~30,000 chemicals
– ~750,000 toxicity values
– ~30 sources of data
– ~4500 journals cited
– ~70,000 literature citations
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Sources of Exposure to Chemicals
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ADME-IVIVE
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In Vitro Bioassay Screening 
ToxCast and Tox21 
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In Vitro Bioassay Screening 
ToxCast and Tox21 
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Bioactivity: Downloadable Data
https://www.epa.gov/chemical-research/exploring-toxcast-data-downloadable-data
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BUILT-IN “MODULES”
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Landing page
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Related Publications 
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Point of contact:
Grace Patlewicz & Imran Shah



Generalised Read-Across (GenRA)
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Read-across
• Read-across describes the method of filling a data gap whereby a 
chemical with existing data values is used to make a prediction for a 
‘similar’ chemical.

• A target chemical is a chemical which has a data gap that needs to be 
filled i.e. the subject of the read-across.

• A source analogue is a chemical that has been identified as an 
appropriate chemical for use in a read-across based on similarity to 
the target chemical and existence of relevant data.

Predicted to be harmfulKnown to be harmful

Acute toxicity?



Decision 
Context

Screening level assessment 
of hazard based on 

toxicity effects from 
ToxRefDB v1

Analogue 
identification

Similarity context is based 
on structural 

characteristics

Data gap 
analysis for 
target and 

source analogues

Analogue 
evaluation

Evaluate consistency and 
concordance of 

experimental data of 
source analogues across 
and between endpoints

Read-across
Similarity weighted 

average – many to one 
read-across

Uncertainty 
assessment

Assess prediction and 
uncertainty using AUC and 

p value metrics

Read-across workflow in GenRA v1.0



• Structured as a workflow

Similarity context

GenRA tool in practice



Data gap analysis

GenRA tool in practice



Run GenRA
Target Source analogues

GenRA tool in practice



Names and CASRNs to
Support Searches
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Literature Searching 
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Literature Searching 
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Literature Searching 
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External Links to ~80 websites
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CHEMICAL LISTS AND 
CATEGORIES
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An Example List 
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BATCH
SEARCHING
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Batch Searching

• Singleton searches are useful but what if 
you need data on LOTS of chemicals at 
the same time…

• Typical questions
– What is the list of chemicals for the formula CxHyOz

– Can I get chemical lists in Excel files? In SDF files?
– Can I include properties in the download file?
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REAL-TIME 
PREDICTIONS
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Real-Time Predictions
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Conclusions

• Computational toxicology encompasses many types of data 
streams that are integrated together to address different 
decision contexts both regulatory and non regulatory

• The EPA CompTox Chemicals Dashboard provides access to 
data for ~875,000 chemicals that addresses many of these 
data streams
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